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Abstract

An investigation is underway to determine the bene-

fits of a new propulsion system optimization algorithm

in an F-15 airplane. The performance seeking control

(PSC) algorithm optimizes the quasi-steady-state per-

formance of an F100 derivative turbofan engine for sev-

eral modes of operation. The PSC algorithm uses an

onboard software engine model that calculates thrust,

stall margin, and other unmeasured variables for use

in the optimization.

As part of the PSC test program, the F-15 aircraft

was operated on a horizontal thrust stand. Thrust

was measured with highly accurate load cells. The

measured thrust was compared to onboard model es-

timates and to results from posttest performance pro-

grams. Thrust changes using the various PSC modes

were recorded. These results were compared to ben-

efits using the less complex highly integrated digital

electronic control (HIDEC) algorithm.

The PSC maximum thrust mode increased interme-

diate power thrust by 10 percent. The PSC engine

model did very well at estimating measured thrust

and closely followed the transients during optimiza-

tion. Quantitative results from the evaluation of the

algorithms and performance calculation models are in-

cluded with emphasis on measured thrust results. The

report presents a description of the PSC system and a

discussion of factors affecting the accuracy of the thrust

stand load measurements.
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airdata computer

nozzle throat cross-sectional area, ft _

fan inlet variable vane angle, deg

digital electronic engine control

extended engine life

engine model derivative

engine pressure ratio, PT6 divided

by PT2

fan turbine inlet temperature, °F

highly integrated digital electronic

control

free-stream Mach number

fan speed, r/min

compressor speed, r/min

performance seeking control

free-stream static pressure, lbf/in 2

engine inlet static pressure, lbf/in _

combustor static pressure, lbf/in 2

free-stream total pressure, lbf/in 2

engine inlet total pressure, lbf/in 2

turbine exit total pressure, lbf/in 2

compressor inlet variable vane angle,

deg

state variable model

thrust specific fuel consumption,

lbm/hr/lbf

engine inlet total temperature, °F

combustor fuel flow, lbm/hr

total (combustor and augmentor) fuel

flow, lbm/hr
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Introduction

Propulsion system thrust is a critical performance

parameter used for evaluating the operation of engine

optimization algorithms. Thrust is typically calculated

by performance codes using analytical techniques and

empirical data because the direct measurement of en-

gine force is not feasible in flight. The traditional prob-

lem with using analytical methods to determine thrust

is in matching the model to the actual state of the

engine. The model becomes less accurate as the en-

gine's operating line departs from some nominal state

on which the model is based. This departure is the

result of engine wear, damage, or other factors causing

off-nominal operation.

Classical performance calculation techniques have

limited ability at modeling off-nominal engine oper-

ation, mainly through the input of engine measure-

ments. New modeling methods in development have

enhanced capability at matching the true state of the

engine. The performance seeking control (PSC) op-

timization algorithm 1 uses a technique that is on the

leading edge of turbofan engine modeling. It attempts

to solve the mismatch problem by using a Kalman filter

to identify a set of five component deviation parameters

used to update an onboard, real-time engine model to

the current F100 engine state. 2,3 The PSC algorithm

was developed jointly by personnel at NASA Dryden

Flight Research Facility, McDonnell Aircraft Co., and

Pratt & Whitney.

The NASA Dryden F-15 airplane has been modi-

fied to develop and test new integrated control sys-

tem technologies. 4 The PSC algorithm is flown as a

software enhancement on the NASA F-15 aircraft and

trades excess engine stall margin for improved propul-

sion system performance. The PSC algorithm uses

a more accurate adaptive, real-time engine modeling

technique. Therefore greater performance increases are

possible than from a less complex engine control algo-

rithm such as highly integrated digital electronic con-

trol (HIDEC).5,6 The PSC algorithm has recently com-

pleted its first test phase of flight demonstration over

the subsonic flight envelope and has demonstrated im-

pressive increases in engine performance. 7,s

The F-15 aircraft was operated on the horizontal

thrust stand at Edwards Air Force Base in August 1991

so that propulsive system force could be directly mea-

sured while the PSC and HIDEC algorithms were en-

gaged. The major advantage of using the thrust stand

for performance analysis is its high accuracy, which

is within 0.1 percent at the full-scale measurement.

This accuracy permits reliable validation of perfor-

mance model thrust calculation. The thrust stand load

cells also display good dynamic response. This is very

helpful in validating model output during engine tran-

2

sients where, historically, analytical models have shown

less accuracy than during steady engine operation.

In addition, the high accuracy of the load cell

measurements allows excellent quantification of engine

thrust changes during operation of the optimization

algorithms. The operating state during thrust stand

testing also offers consistent ambient conditions when

compared to flight. Very good parametric studies of

the algorithms can be conducted without the results

being clouded by changing atmospheric conditions.

This paper presents quantitative results from the

evaluation of the PSC performance improvement al-

gorithm. Comparisons are presented between the load

cell measurements, PSC onboard model thrust calcula-

tions, and posttest state variable model (SVM) compu-

tations. In addition, actual performance improvements

using the PSC algorithm are presented for its vari-

ous modes with an emphasis on measured load from

the thrust stand. Results are given at intermediate

power and maximum augmented power. Findings us-

ing PSC are compared to similar test case results using

the HIDEC algorithm. Selected parametric effects are

presented for the PSC maximum thrust mode at inter-

mediate power. Also included is a discussion of the ma-

jor factors that influenced the measured thrust values.

Aircraft and Engine Description

NASA F-15 Airplane

The NASA F-15 airplane, (McDonnell Aircraft Co.,

McDonnell Douglas Corp., St. Louis, Missouri) is a

high-performance air superiority fighter with excellent

transonic maneuverability and a maximum speed in

excess of Mach 2.0. It is powered by two F100 en-

gine model derivative (EMD) augmented turbofan en-

gines (Pratt & Whitney, West Palm Beach, Florida).

The test aircraft has been modified with a digital elec-

tronic flight control system. The aircraft is fully instru-

mented. The onboard hardware used during the thrust

stand test is shown in Fig. 1.

The PSC logic resides in a Rolm Hawk auxiliary com-

puter (R.olm Corp., Santa Clara, California) located

on a MILSTD-1553 data bus. Appropriate commands

are computed by the Hawk computer and sent to the

engine controller via a digital interface and bus con-

trol unit. The pilot makes inputs to the PSC algo-

rithm using a cockpit control and display panel inter-

face through which the different control modes are se-

lected and algorithm operating parameters are set.

F100 EMD Engine

The F100 EMD engine 9 is an upgraded version of

the F100-PW-100 turbofan engine (Pratt & Whitney)

that currently powers most production F-15 air-

planes. The F100 EMD has a company designation



ofPW1128.It incorporatesa redesignedfan,allowing
higherairflow,a revisedcompressorandcombustor,
singlecrystalturbinebladesandvanes,a 16-segment
augmentorwith light-offdetector,anda digitalelec-
tronicenginecontrol(DEEC).BothEMDenginesare
heavilyinstrumentedfor flightresearch.

TheDEECl° is a full-authoritydigitalenginecon-
trollerwithan integralhydromechanicalbackup.The
DEECcontrolsthegasgeneratorandaugmentorfuel
flows,compressorbleeds,variablefaninletguidevanes,
variablecompressorvanes,andthe variableexhaust
nozzle.TheDEEClogicprovidesclosed-loopcontrol
of enginepressureratio (EPR) andcorrectedengine
airflow. It alsolimits fan turbineinlet temperature
(FTIT). Tohelppreventaninadvertentenginestall,
theDEECsetsanupperlimit onmaximumuptrims.
TheDEEChasbeenmodifiedforthePSCprogramto
acceptcommandsfromtheHawkcomputer.

Aircraft and EngineInstrumentation

The locationof the primarymeasurementsused
as inputsto the PSCand HIDECalgorithmsand
subsequentdata analysisareshownon the engine
schematicin Fig.2. Dataweretelemeteredfromthe
aircraftduringground-testingto arecordingfacilityat
NASADrydenandsubsequentlyprocessedforposttest
use.Datawerealsorecordedonboardtheaircrafton
magnetictape.

A descriptionof the instrumentationpertinentto
thisstudyfollows.A listingof themeasuredparame-
tersusedasinputintothethrustcalculationmodelsis
alsoincluded.

TheFTIT parameter was measured aft of the high-

pressure turbine to determine the engine operating

temperature reduction advantages of PSC. Seven pro-

duction temperature probes, equally spaced circumfer-

entially, were used and their values were averaged.

Combustor fuel flow (WFP) and total fuel

flow (WFTOTV) were measured using temperature-

corrected volumetric flowmeters. Combustor fuel flow

was measured on the core fuel line while WFTOTV

was measured on the main fuel line which supplies the

combustor and augmentor. These fuel flow measure-

ments were used to calculate thrust specific fuel con-

sumption (TSFC). At intermediate power and be-

low, WFP was used because it has a higher accu-

racy at lower fuel flow rates. During augmented power

WFTOTV was used.

In addition to the fuel flow measurements, the fol-

lowing parameters were required as input into the pest-

flight thrust programs: nozzle throat area (A8), fan

inlet variable vane angle (CIVV), compressor inlet

variable vane angle (RCVV), fan speed (N1), com-

pressor speed (N2), combustor static pressure (PS4),

turbine exit total pressure (PT6), engine inlet total

temperature (TT2), and engine inlet total pressure

(PT2). All of the previously listed parameters, except

WFTOTV, are available from the DEEC data stream.

Free-stream airdata parameters are also required as in-

put: static pressure (PSO), total pressure (PTO), and

Mach number (M). These three parameters were cal-

culated from the aircraft airdata computer (ADC) out-

put values of pressure altitude and calibrated airspeed.

The ADC uses measurements from the airdata side

probes as input.

Depending on the parameter, data were measured

and recorded at a rate of at least 20 samples/sec. Many

other instrumented parameters were available for ad-

ditional engine analysis.

Engine Control Algorithms

In a conventional engine control system, the en-

gine stall margin is large enough to accommodate

the worst-case combination of engine- and airplane-

induced disturbances. At more benign flight condi-

tions, the remaining stall margin can be substantial

and the maximum performance potential of the engine

is not realized.

The PSC algorithm uses this excess engine stall

margin either to maximize engine thrust, or mini-

mize engine operating temperature or fuel flow at

nominal thrust levels during quasi-steady-state engine

operation. 1 Appropriate EPR trim commands are cal-

culated as a function of remaining stall margin which

is dependent on flight condition, engine power setting,

and aircraft maneuvering. In addition, the PSC algo-

rithm attempts to optimize CIVV and RCVV posi-

tion for maximizing engine airflow to give even greater

engine performance.

The PSC algorithm is shown in block diagram form

in Fig. 3. The foundation of the algorithm is a database

derived from a high-fidelity, nonlinear F100 EMD sim-

ulation developed by the engine manufacturer. The al-

gorithm incorporates an onboard Kalman filter which

estimates the current state of the engine. 2 The filter

output is used to match an onboard engine model to

this current estimated engine state. The updated en-

gine model is then used to calculate excess stall margin

and thrust as well as other parameters. This real-time

stall margin calculation allows the engine to be con-

trolled within a tighter tolerance of the stall line. As a

result, more excess stall margin can be used to increase

engine performance. 11

The HIDEC algorithm, 12 also shown in Fig. 3, is im-

plemented in a table look-up format. As with PSC, the

data used in the algorithm were calculated using a non-

linear model of a nominal F100 EMD engine. Without

an adaptive capability, however, the HIDEC algorithm



cannotadjustitselfto changesin enginehealthor to
engine-to-enginevariations.Its calculationof remain-
ingenginestallmargingrowslessaccurateastheen-
ginedepartsfroma nominalcondition(for example,
becauseof ageordamage).Therefore,a largemargin
mustremainto accountforthisuncertainty.

ThePSCalgorithmoperatesthroughouttheentire
throttlerangeandiscurrentlydesignedtooperateonly
in thesubsonicflightenvelope.Thenexttestphasewill
studyits performancein the supersonicflight regime
aswell.13Onlyasingleenginecanbeoptimizedat a
giventimewithPSCbecauseoflimitationsoftheF-15
auxiliarycomputer.

Maximum Thrust Mode

In thePSCprogram,theincreasedthrustoptionis
referredto asthemaximumthrust mode.Thealgo-
rithmattemptsto determinethelargestengineuptrims
that canbeattainedwhileallowingsufficientstallmar-
ginto accountfordestabilizingfactorssuchasaircraft
maneuvering,andtheuncertaintyassociatedwithen-
ginemodeling.TheEPR trim is applied and the in-

crease in stream pressure and temperature results in

the thrust increase. The PSC algorithm also applies

CIVV and RCVV trims to maximize engine airflow

while still maintaining an adequate stall margin.

The PSC algorithm includes a variant option called

the maximum thrust at constant FTIT mode. In-

creased FTIT is a normal result of the maximum

thrust mode as more fuel input is required to main-

tain the nominal engine airflow as EPR is increased.

The maximum thrust at constant FTIT mode applies

a combination of control trims, including adjustments

to CIVV and RCVV, that maintain FTIT at its nom-

inal value while still increasing thrust. The thrust gains

provided by this mode are less than those from the

maximum thrust mode, but there is no added engine

life-cycle cost that results from the increased engine

performance.

The HIDEC algorithm has a thrust increase option

called the EPR mode. It attempts to maximize engine

thrust by only using a preprogrammed EPR increase

schedule.

Minimum FTIT Mode

The engine temperature reduction option in PSC is

referred to as the minimum FTIT mode. This option

increases engine life by reducing turbine temperature

without a loss in engine performance. Again, PSC de-

termines the maximum allowable EPR uptrim while

avoiding engine stall. This EPR uptrim, if unbalanced

by some other control trim, would result in a thrust

increase. To counteract this effect, the airflow is simul-

taneously decreased to maintain constant thrust. The

cutback in airflow is achieved through a combustor fuel

flow downtrim which results in a decreased operating

tern perature.

The engine temperature reduction option in the

HIDEC algorithm, referred to as the extended engine

life (EEL) mode, la uses a preprogrammed increase in

EPR and a decrease in airflow to maintain thrust at

lower temperature.

Minimum Fuel Mode

The PSC algorithm's minimum fuel mode option

works similarly to the minimum FTIT mode at

nonaugmented power settings. It optimizes the en-

gine variables, usually resulting in increased EPR and

lower airflow. However, when the augmentor is oper-

ating, the minimum fuel mode attempts to maximize

the core thrust. This is achieved by increasing airflow

and EPR. The augmentor fuel flow is then reduced by

an amount that results in constant thrust. By taking

advantage of the core's much higher efficiency, a sig-

nificant amount of fuel can be saved at the augmented

power settings, even though the combustor itself may

be using more fuel.

Thrust Calculation Models

The PSC onboard engine model uses a linear steady-

state perturbation model, steady-state trim tables, and

nonlinear calculations. 2 The model gains accuracy

because it is updated by the Kalman filter, allowing

it to more closely represent the engine being mod-

eled. Classical nonlinear calculations based on the

mass flow-temperature (WT) method are used to ob-

tain nozzle throat thermodynamic properties, includ-

ing thrust. These calculations use a combination of an-

alytical equations and empirically derived data tables.

The onboard model uses several engine measurements

as input.

Two posttest computer models supplied by the en-

gine manufacturer were also used to calculate net

thrust during the analysis. 15'16 These models use mea-

sured data as input which allows limited matching to

the actual operating condition of the engine.

The first program uses traditional aerothermody-

namic relationships to model most of the gas path of

the engineJ 7,1s This classical calculation procedure

has been used quite successfully with in-flight data.

However, it was found to be unsuitable for use at the

thrust stand test conditions. Therefore, results using

this model will not be discussed.

The second posttest model uses a newly developed

technique based on a dynamic, linear SVM of the F100

EMD engine. The SVM is used for all sections except

the augmentor and nozzle sections, which are modeled

using traditional nonlinear aerothermodynamic rela-

tionships. Thrust is calculated using the WT method.



Thetheoreticalbenefitof this typeof modeloverthe
classicalgas-pathapproachis its improvedabilityto
accountforoff-nominalengineoperation,aswouldex-
ist duringPSCandHIDECoperation.Thisdynamic
modelcandivergeif not initiatedandrunproperly.

All oftheenginemodelsaresimilarinquasi-steady-
statemodelingaccuracyforanominalengine,typically
within2 to 3 percentaccordingto theenginemanu-
facturer.ThePSConboardmodelandSVMaccom-
modateoff-nominalengineoperationmorethoroughly
thantheclassicalmethod.Theoretically,thisenables
thesemodelsto maintainhigheraccuracyfor awider
rangeof engineconditions.Themeasurementuncer-
taintyofparametersrequiredasinputintothesemod-
elsfurtherincreasestheinaccuracyoftheirthrustcal-
culations.

Thrust Stand

Description

The horizontal thrust stand used to measure aircraft

force for these tests is located at Edwards Air Force

Base and is operated by U.S. Air Force personnel. The

thrust stand consists of four force-measuring platforms

arranged in a cross formation (Fig. 4). This layout de-

sign allows the thrust stand to accommodate a variety

of aircraft. For the testing described in this report the

F-15 aircraft was carefully centered in front of platform

2 and attached to the platform by means of a tie-down

cable as shown in Fig. 4.

A pair of temperature-corrected load cells is attached

under each platform. A control room bunker located

underground near platform 1 is used to monitor load

data, local weather information, and aircraft status

during the tests. Load and weather data are collected

at a rate of 1 sample/sec. The data are stored on com-

puter at the bunker. Personnel at the thrust stand

maintained radio contact with the aircraft and ground

support personnel, as well as the NASA control room

personnel during the testing.

The maximum calibrated thrust load that can be

measured by a load cell pair is 100,000 lbf with a quoted

0.1-percent (100 lbf) full-scale measurement accuracy.

Weather data recorded at the thrust stand during the

tests included ambient pressure and temperature as

well as windspeed and direction.

Test Procedure

The test-point sequence was selected so that points

of similar interest would be conducted as close in time

to each other as possible. This was done to limit the

effect of systematic error including load cell output

drift, long-term engine thermal transients, changes in

weather, and frictional effects resulting from changes

in aircraft weight. Testing was conducted in test

case groups according to specific objectives. These

groups were then arranged in order of priority. More

than 6 hours of successful testing were accomplished

during a 3-day period and more than 100 test cases

were completed.

The test-point sequence included a series of cases to

quantify the thrust improvements resulting from the

PSC and HIDEC maximum thrust modes, compared

to normal engine operation at intermediate and max-

imum power. A series of minimum FTIT and min-

imum fuel test points were also obtained throughout

the throttle range to investigate the ability of the al-

gorithms to hold thrust constant during the engine op-

timization. Many points were also obtained without

the algorithms engaged so that baseline comparisons

could be made between the engine models and load cell

measurements. In addition, a sequence of points was

performed to study the effects resulting from algorithm

option changes and bleed air extraction.

In a typical test sequence the pilot placed the throttle

at the desired setting and waited for thermal equilib-

rium of the engine. Depending on the magnitude of the

throttle transient, it took up to 30 sec for the engine

to reach sufficient thermal equilibrium. Then nominal

thrust data were collected for approximately 20 sec.

If a PSC test point was necessary at the same throt-

tle setting, the pilot performed the appropriate switch

changes and computer entries and then engaged the al-

gorithm. Thrust data were collected for at least an ad-

ditional 60 sec after the PSC algorithm began sending

commands to the engine. This allowed for observation

of the engine dynamics while the algorithm stabilized.

If appropriate, a HIDEC test point was also performed

in the same manner. The HIDEC algorithm generally

stabilized more quickly than the PSC algorithm and

usually only approximately 30 sec of thrust data were

collected after the algorithm initiated. At high throttle

settings, an efficient test point sequence was necessary

because of the high rate of fuel usage.

Systematic Effects on the Thrust Measurement

Several factors contributed to the uncertainty in the

thrust stand load cell measurements. These factors

included wheel friction, nontest engine thrust, load cell

output drift, and atmospheric effects influencing engine

performance.

The F-15 aircraft could not rest on the same plat-

form that was measuring the thrust load because it

was restrained with a tie-down cable approximately

60 ft long. This is not the most desirable setup because

aircraft wheel friction cannot be accounted for in the

final load reading. Lack of appropriate hardware pro-

hibited the aircraft from being attached directly to the

platform. The idle thrust data showed that friction

does impact the results. The F100 EMD engines have



a well-documented installed thrust value for idle power

at near-sea-level, static conditions. This documented

value was compared against the actual idle power load

cell readings and the difference was attributed, in hulk,

to wheel friction. The frictional force was assumed

to be constant throughout the throttle range because

the value could not be estimated accurately for higher

power settings.

Only one engine was tested at a time on the thrust

stand to isolate the dynamics and performance im-

provements to a single engine. Most of the test points

required that no bleed air be extracted from the test

engine so that extraneous effects could be minimized.

As a result, it was necessary to run the nontest engine

at idle power so that cooling air would be available

for the onboard avionics and cockpit. This required

an estimate of the nontest engine idle thrust. To sim-

plify the analysis, it was assumed that the effects of

wheel friction and nontest engine idle thrust canceled

out each other since they were approximately equal in

magnitude and opposite in sign.

All load cell measurements collected over the three

day test period at intermediate power without the algo-

rithms engaged were compared to study data repeata-

bility at a fixed throttle setting. The data showed

a trend of increasing thrust with time after engine

startup even though the throttle position remained un-

changed. The rate of increase seen was relatively small,

approximately 100 lbf per 10-min period; but at higher

power settings the rate of increase grew.

No variations in engine operating parameters were

observed over time that could account for the drift.

This was not unexpected since the digital engine con-

troller inhibits any tendency for the engine schedule

to change with time. There was also no trend seen

between the load measurement increase and any of

the weather parameters. The probable explanation is

that the heat from the engine exhaust caused the steel

thrust stand platform to expand, inducing a change in

the load cell reading. Each time after the engines were

shut down for refueling, the load reading was zeroed

out, but the process would repeat itself once the en-

gines were restarted. This trend has been observed in

other tests at the thrust stand. The load data have

been adjusted to account for this drift.

Estimates of the uncertainty in the wheel friction,

nontest engine thrust, and load cell output drift ap-

proximations were made and conservatively set to

-t-200 lbf, +100 lbf, and 4-100 lbf, respectively. This

gave a root-sum-square uncertainty of approximately

4-250 lbf resulting from systematic effects alone. Com-

bined with the load cell measurement inaccuracy,

a total root-sum-square measurement uncertainty of

=t=0.26 percent resulted at the full-scale load.

Winds were monitored during the 3 days of testing.

The engines were run from approximately 5:00 a.m.

to 8:00 a.m. each day. In general, winds are usually

more calm during this time period and other atmo-

spheric conditions change relatively slowly. However,

headwind gusts in excess of 15 kn were recorded on sev-

eral occasions. Subsequent data analysis has shown no

adverse effect on the load cell measurements because

of wind.

Results and Discussion

Engine Performance Improvements

The PSC maximum thrust mode and HIDEC EPR

mode produced the most dramatic results during the

thrust stand test. Large increases in thrust were di-

rectly observed from the load cell measurements at in-

termediate and maximum augmented power.

Maximum Thrust Mode

Figure 5 presents increases in thrust as a function

of time at intermediate power. Data are presented for

both PSC and HIDEC modes for the right engine. The

data have been shifted in the time coordinate so that

the point of PSC and HIDEC initiation occurs at the

same time for each test case. The load cell data have

been converted to a percent change relative to the first

data point for each test case, with zero percent corre-

sponding to the average nominal thrust value. Except

as individually noted, these data manipulation proce-

dures apply to all figures in this section.

The data explicitly show the thrust dynamics af-

ter each algorithm is initiated. The PSC algorithm

produced a large 9 to 10 percent increase in inter-

mediate power thrust. The algorithm stabilized rel-

atively quickly, reaching maximum benefit within ap-

proximately 15 sec. The HIDEC EPR mode produced

a smaller increase in thrust, approximately 6.5 percent.

The more simplistic HIDEC algorithm stabilized much

more quickly than PSC, but produced significantly less

of a thrust increase.

Figure 6 presents the results from the PSC maximum

thrust mode at maximum augmented power. Load

cell measurements are plotted as a function of time.

As in Fig. 5, the load data are presented as percent

changes. The PSC maximum thrust mode again pro-

duced a large increase in thrust. The algorithm stabi-

lized quickly and reached a steady thrust level between

6and 6.5 percent of the nominal thrust value within

approximately 8 sec. The left engine experienced a self-

clearing fan stall during a HIDEC EPR mode test case

at maximum power. Because of the stall, and concern

at that time regarding whether HIDEC was operating



correctly, the right engine was not tested at maximum

power with the EPR mode.

Figure 7 presents load (Fig. 7(a)) and FTIT

(Fig. 7(b)) results from the PSC maximum thrust at

constant FTIT mode at intermediate power. Results

from a standard PSC maximum thrust mode test case

are included for comparison. The corresponding FTIT

response is shown for both test cases. The 9 to l0 per-

cent thrust increase produced by the maximum thrust

mode costs the engine a 70 to 80 °F increase in FTIT.

The engine has been driven to its FTIT limit by the

algorithm on this point. The maximum thrust at con-

stant FTIT mode, however, still produces between a 3-

to 5-percent thrust increase but with only a 5 to 10 °F

increase in FTIT. The extra thrust is essentially pro-

duced at no cost to the engine.

Minimum FTIT Mode

Figure 8 presents load (Fig. 8(a)) and FTIT

(Fig. 8(b)) results from the PSC minimum FTIT and

HIDEC EEL modes at intermediate power. Both

modes attempt to maintain the nominal level of en-

gine thrust while lowering turbine section temperature

so the load measurements were analyzed while the al-

gorithms stabilized. The FTIT measurements were

also studied to see the actual benefits in temperature

reduction. The PSC minimum FTIT mode produced

the smallest thrust transient after the algorithm was

initiated. The engine lost less than 2 percent of its

thrust initially, but recovered smoothly to the nominal

value within approximately 45 sec. The steady-state

reduction in FTIT was approximately 10 °F. A larger

FTIT reduction of approximately 35 °F was produced

by the EEL mode after stabilizing, but at the expense

of approximately 2-percent thrust loss.

The FTIT reductions seen during flight by the en-

gine temperature reduction algorithms are generally

much greater than those seen during ground-testing.

At near-sea-level stationary conditions, the operating

characteristics of the F100 engine are such that there

is not much potential FTIT reduction benefit.

Minimum Fuel Mode

As with the minimum FTIT modes mentioned pre-

viously, there were small benefits with the PSC mini-

mum fuel mode at ground stationary conditions. This

was not surprising because large benefits were not pre-

dicted. As with the minimum FTIT and EEL modes,

a primary objective of analyzing the minimum fuel test

cases on the thrust stand was to see how well thrust was

held constant after the algorithm was initiated. This

mode was tested throughout the throttle range. The

PSC algorithm performed well in holding thrust con-

stant for this mode at intermediate power and below.

At the time that the thrust stand testing occurred,

very few test cases had been performed in flight using

the PSC algorithm at augmented power conditions. In

this part of the throttle range the deficiencies in the

algorithm were still being corrected, which is why many

of the results at augmented power conditions were not

as anticipated.

In the augmented power range, the minimum fuel

mode did not hold thrust constant. However, a very

significant reduction in TSFC, the ratio of fuel flow

to measured thrust, was seen at maximum power.

Figures 9(a) and (b) show the results. Again, the load

cell response is presented as a function of time and in

percent change format in Fig. 9(a). The engine very

quickly gained nearly 5 percent over its nominal thrust

value. The goal of holding thrust constant obviously

was not met. However, the thrust increase came from

increased core output; the algorithm, as a result, sig-

nificantly cut back on augmentor fuel flow in an at-

tempt to hold thrust constant. This resulted in the

large 6A-percent drop in TSFC shown in Fig. 9(b).

An even greater reduction in TSFC would have re-

sulted if thrust had been held constant.

Variable Vane Effects

Figure 10 presents the effects of excluding CIVV and

RCVV vane position optimization from the PSC calcu-

lation process. The figure shows the results of back-to-

back PSC maximum thrust mode test cases performed

at intermediate power, one point with vane optimiza-

tion and one without. Again, thrust is presented in

percent change form as a function of time with algo-

rithm initiation occurring at 10 sec. When vane opti-

mization is excluded from the calculation process, the

transient behavior is more pronounced after initiation.

The figure shows a strong overshoot between 17 and

33 sec. After the algorithm stabilizes, the thrust gain

is approximately 1 percent less than when vane opti-

mization is included.

Bleed Air Effects

Figure 11 shows the effect of bleed air extraction

on the PSC algorithm operation. The algorithm re-

sponds to the effects of bleed air extraction as an ef-

fective efficiency loss. The resulting performance in-

crease that PSC attempts to deliver from the engine is

therefore reduced. This is explicitly shown in the fig-

ure for the PSC maximum thrust mode at intermediate

power. Results from a standard maximum thrust mode

test case, with bleed air extracted from the nontest left



engine,areshownfor comparisonpurposes.Loadcell
thrustisagainpresentedasafunctionoftimebutnow
all dataaredisplayedin percentchangeformatrela-
tiveto thefirst pointon thecurvewherebleedair is
extractedfromthenontestengine.Thisallowstheef-
fectofbleedairextractionto beseenonenginethrust
beforethealgorithmis initiatedat 10sec.Whenbleed
air is extractedfromthe testengine,approximately
1percentofthenominalthrustislost.Afterthealgo-
rithmis engaged,theeffectsaremoredramatic.The
thrust gainafterthe algorithmstabilizesis approxi-
mately7percent,whichis onlytwo-thirdsof theno-
bleedvalueof 10.5percent.

The near-sea-levelstationarystatethat the algo-
rithmswereoperatingat on the thrust standwas
knownto beachallengingconditionforbothPSCand
HIDEC.Forreasonsof feasibility,moreeffortwasnot
investedduringthe developmentof thealgorithmsto
accommodatepointsat the edgeof the flightenve-
lope.However,thePSCalgorithmneverdrovethetest
engineto dangerousoperatingconditionsandnever
causedanenginestall.

Measuredand CalculatedThrust Comparison

Of particularinterestin thisanalysiswashowwell
thethrustcalculationmodelspredictedthedifferences
in thrustbetweenwhenanalgorithmwasengagedand
whenit wasnotengaged.Towardthisend,theperfor-
mancemodelswereanalyzedto seehowwelltheyes-
timatedthetransientthrustbehavioroftheengineas
anoptimizationmodewasengagedandasit stabilized.
Toconvertthat differenceintoanaccuratepercentage,
theabsolutethrustvaluemustbeaccurate.Therefore,
closeattentionwasgivento the absolutedifferences
betweentheloadcellmeasurementsandtheoutputof
themodels.

Figures12and13presentcomparisonsbetweenthe
onboardnet thrust calculationfromthe PSCalgo-
rithm,net thrustfromtheSVMcalculation,andthe
actualload cell measurements.The measurements
wereadjustedforsystematiceffectsasdescribedin the
previoussection.Uncertaintybandsareshownforthe
loadmeasurements.Calculatednet thrustis used,as
opposedto grossthrust,becausehighheadwindsdur-
ingseveralof the test cases created ram drag values

that could not be disregarded.

Data are presented for intermediate and maximum

power test cases on the right engine. Each case includes

several seconds of data where the engine is at its nom-

inal condition followed by at least 1 min of data with

the PSC algorithm engaged in one of the optimization

modes. For each figure, the data are displayed as per-

cent change relative to the first load cell measurement

point. This format has two advantages, the actual tran-

sient thrust trends are visibly maintained, and the dif-

ference at any time point between two thrust curves

represents the percent difference between the absolute

values. The data are presented at 1 sample/sec inter-

vals. The step nature of the onboard net thrust calcula-

tion data results from the PSC algorithm updating the

thrust computation approximately once every 4 sec.

Figure 12 presents comparisons between the load

measurements and the two model calculations of net

thrust for a PSC minimum FTIT mode test case at

intermediate power. The baseline absolute load cell

measurement is approximately 11,500 lbf. The PSC

onboard thrust calculation follows the load trend very

well. The onboard model and SVM values are within

2 to 3 percent of the load cell measurements through-

out much of the test case. The SVM estimated a 3-

percent drop in thrust after the algorithm engaged,

while the actual load cells measured a 2-percent drop.

The SVM data also show a relatively high amplitude

fluctuation, a characteristic of the model that may ben-

efit from filtering.

Model comparisons are shown in Fig. 13 for the

PSC maximum thrust mode at maximum power. The

baseline absolute load measurement is approximately

18,000 lbf. The very good dynamic response of the

thrust stand load cells is apparent across the engage-

ment of the algorithm. The excellent performance of

the onboard engine model calculation is also readily

visible. Not only do the absolute values compare very

favorably with the load data, but the trends while the

algorithm stabilizes are also extremely close. These

results are even more impressive considering that the

engine was at full power and the augmentor operation

also had to be modeled accurately. The SVM calcu-

lation is close in absolute value but it underestimates

the performance gain from the algorithm, which was a

general characteristic of this model.

The thrust models were studied for most of the test

cases completed at the thrust stand. The onboard en-

gine model consistently outperformed the others with

its very good absolute thrust calculation ability and

its excellent capacity at modeling thrust changes dur-

ing engine transients. In general, the SVM thrust

calculation model tends to underpredict engine per-

formance improvement during maximum thrust en-

gine trims while overestimating thrust loss during the

modes that attempt to hold thrust constant. These

two traits are, of course, undesirable if attempting to

prove the value of the PSC or HIDEC modes. How-

ever, this model performs well at predicting absolute

thrust values.

The thrust stand load cell measurements provide

means by which engine model accuracy and adaptabil-

ity can be qualitatively analyzed. Despite being limited

to static ground operation, the load cell measurements



provide an excellent benchmark by which performance

model calculation problems can be anticipated when

the models are used with in-flight data.

Concluding Remarks

The NASA F-15 research aircraft was tested using

the horizontal thrust stand at Edwards Air Force Base.

Aircraft propulsive system response was studied using

the thrust stand load cell measurements while operat-

ing the performance seeking control (PSC) and highly

integrated digital electronic control (HIDEC) engine

control algorithms.

The PSC maximum thrust mode increased nominal

engine thrust by 10 percent at intermediate power and

by 6 percent at maximum augmented power, and signif-

icantly exceeded the benefits obtained by the HIDEC

algorithm. The PSC minimum fuel and minimum fan

turbine inlet temperature modes generally performed

well in maintaining the nominal engine thrust levels

while they attempted to minimize their respective en-

gine parameters. Bleed air extraction from the test

engine was shown to have a significant impact on the

operation of the PSC algorithm.

The load cell measurements were also compared

against estimations from several analytical engine per-

formance calculation models, including the PSC algo-

rithm's onboard engine model and a new state vari-

able model (SVM) technique. Two important qualities

for each model were assessed: the ability to calculate

absolute thrust values, and the capability of modeling

the performance across engine transients. The onboard

model displayed the best all-around ability at handling

off-nominal transient operation and did very well at

estimating absolute net thrust. The SVM displayed a

good capability at estimating the absolute net thrust,

but generally did not do as well at modeling the true

engine performance change during engine transients.

The thrust stand provides the only practical means

to compare analytically based thrust calculations with

actual measured installed engine thrust. The thrust

stand proved to be a valuable research tool because

it provided a relatively fixed operating condition that

permitted a very large number of test cases to be stud-

ied efficiently. It proved to be an excellent platform

for performing parametric studies on the PSC algo-

rithm operation. Its good measurement response also

allowed a detailed and accurate investigation of the dy-

namic operation of the PSC and HIDEC algorithms.
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